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ABSTRACT
Smart meter networks are the backbone for smart electrical distribution grid. Smart meter network requires the bidirectional communications medium and interoperability capability. As thousands of meters are interconnected in the smart
meter network, it is vital to select an appropriate communication bandwidth to facilitate real-time two-way information
flows and this will also allow further uptake of greenhouse-friendly technology options and enhance energy security.
Optimized Network Engineering Tools (OPNET) Modeler is one of the most powerful simulation tools for the analysis
of communication networks. In this paper, several models of different structured smart meter networks were developed
with network parameters which were connected with different communication links such as 10 BaseT and 100 BaseT in
order to measure propagation delay, throughput, and utilization of the network. It was found that the propagation delay
decreases with higher bandwidth. The other network parameters, namely network utilization and network throughput
were also analysed. Based on the investigation, it is recommended that the 100 BaseT communication link is suitable
for the smart meter network. The outcome of this paper provided a guideline to the future smart meter network developer so as to avoid catastrophic challenges faced by some of the distribution companies.
Keywords: Smart Meter Network; Smart Meter; Router; Firewall; Server; Communication Bandwidth; Propagation
Delay; Throughput; Utilization

1. Introduction
In recent years, there have been an increasing number of
influences promoting the demand for the use of smallscale generation, connected to local distribution systems,
which is commonly called Distributed Generation (DG).
The community’s desire for an environmentally friendly
electricity supply, the deregulated electricity market,
constraints on the construction of new transmission lines,
an increasing demand for high reliability of electricity
supply, and the reduction of the use of the non-renewable
fossil fuel resources, are forcing power distribution systems to use DG [1,2].
The presence of local generation units will change the
power flow in the distribution system, and the distribution system can be considered as a system with bi-directional power flow [3-5]. To achieve optimization of performance, the distribution system should operate closer
to their limits supported by increased network automation (monitoring and control) also known as “smart
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

grids”. DG units supported with smart meters are the
most prominent step in migrating to smart grids and this
will allow the monitoring, protecting and controlling
power system using Information Technology (IT) more
robustly. Modern distribution companies are required to
adopt smart meters in distribution systems to allow utilities and consumers to integrate DG sources of electricity
into the grid, and to facilitate enhanced power delivery
with information technologies to achieve improved reliability of distribution power system [6].
Utility system’s operational and commercial needs
mandate the use of information technologies that are capable of providing two way information flows systems,
namely smart meter networks. The smart meter network
is an enabling technology to allow the integration of
some critical developments into future distribution systems such as the expansion of network infrastructure to
accommodate DG, penetration of IT to implement full
digital control in distribution system and deployment of
new applications such as system monitoring, protection
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and control [7]. The deployment of these applications
requires up-to-date communication system in which the
suppliers and the consumers could both have access to
the real-time information [8]. This communication infrastructure is required to be readily available with appropriate bandwidth to allow data to be freely transferred
among different devices.
In a smart meter network, thousands of data packets
may cause network congestion that may add a significant
latency in data transmission. At the same time, security is
a major concern as smart meter networks are vulnerable
to an external attack. Different kinds of firewall systems
are currently integrated as a part of data security in the
communication network. Basically, these firewalls check
the authenticity of all the incoming and outgoing data
which could add some delay in transmission and also add
some additional bits into the data as checksum bits which
increases the length of the total data. Therefore, few key
potential risks such as bandwidth, latency and delay in
smart meter networks need to be properly managed for
efficient integration of smart meters into power distribution system. High delays in the network due to propagation delays may cause parts of the power distribution
system to be virtually invisible and uncontrollable. Due
to increasing demands for data by various utilities, research efforts have begun to make power system communication infrastructure more efficient, reliable and
secure [9,10].
The analysis of smart meter network is vital to ensure
that the network perform reliably. In this paper, several
models of smart meter network have been developed
using OPNET, simulation software to analyze the propagation delay of the different models to select suitable
bandwidth of the network.

2. Importance of Smart Meter for Reliable
Power Distribution System Operation
Smart meters refer to devices in which information flows
in both directions. These devices open up a wide range of
opportunities for utilities through up-to-date information.
The new information and communication technologies
(ICT) are used to change the conventional meters into
smart meters for energy saving and energy security purposes [11]. The functionalities of smart metering technologies are brought together in distinct packages in this
smart metering system. The significant changes in distribution system for smart meter monitoring program,
and impact of smart meters in distribution systems are
discussed in the following few sub-sections.
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prove monitoring, and control of the system. The basic
elements of a smart meter monitoring program are shown
in Figure 1. It includes smart meters, a means of communication, and a power quality data warehouse. The
means of communication could include fixed twisted pair
cable, telephone lines, mobile phones, power line carrier,
radio, fiber optic, or a combination of these [12].
The meters are capable of recording the parameters
namely, voltage, current, power factor as well as others
data and data warehouse are also an effective and secure
means of storing data from all meters in the monitoring
period. The quantity of data stored will be dependent
upon the transmitted data [12]. Data are sent from the
smart meter to the Power Quality Data Warehouse. A
more sensible and realistic option is for each smart meter
to report by exception in real time or using power quality
indices for each site. However, the adoption of smart
meters faces several challenges in smart distribution systems as described in the following sub-section.

2.2. Impacts of Smart Meters on Distribution
Systems
The adoption of this new technology faces technical
challenge which may put at risk its ability to reliably
deliver power which includes:
Communication network challenges: Smart meters offer better interface technologies. As smart meters enable
bi-directional communication between the customer and
the utility, these devices provide access to more information than traditional meters. To facilitate robust communication between smart meter devices and a centralized
control system, a high bandwidth communication channel
is required to move digital data throughout the network
efficiently and effectively.
Standard communication protocol: Lack of standardization of smart metering technology means that large numbers of smart meter of different types have been deployed
for collecting and dispatching data and instructions, transforming the data and storing data under different communication protocols [13]. The common communication

2.1. Significant changes in Distribution System
for Smart Meter Monitoring Program
Adopting smart meters in distribution companies imCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

Figure 1. Smart meter monitoring program [12].
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protocol throughout the network or international standards
covering automatic meter data exchange can overcome
this technical barrier [7].
The strategies outlined above provide a bridge to the
implementation of smart metering technologies where
real time data will be the best practice network.

3. Analysis of Bandwidth Requirement for
Smart Meter Network
In the digital age, literally thousands of digital data are
available in a single Intelligent Electronic Device (IED)
and communication bandwidth should not be a limiting
factor in smart meter network [14]. A broadband communications network is necessity to enable comprehensive system-wide monitoring and coordination to facilitate applications such as demand response and power
quality monitoring. The present SCADA systems do not
sense or control nearly enough of the components of the
modern distribution system and therefore, reliable, upto-date information embedded power system, smart grid
with smart meter in every consumers and server to store
information in control centre is required [14].
The communications infrastructure facilitating timely
and secure information flow is required for smart meter
network. Over the past 35 years, there has been a substantial increase of communication speeds from 300 bps
(bits per second) to digital relays that today operate at
100 Mbps [15]. Smart meter networks require a far
greater degree of visibility and control devices as data
collection and real time analysis become a more fundamental part of future distribution systems. Moreover,
distribution systems are enhanced by large-scale application of smart meters [16,17]. At present, smart meter
network allows easy broadcast of network applications
from the system control centre to the many connected
smart meters but only slow communications back from
the connected devices to the central controller [18]. An
inspection of the Victorian Automated Metering Infrastructure (AMI) functionality specification [19] shows a
system that reveals a change in capability relative to the
pre-existing meter infrastructure. This functionality of
AMI is designed to deliver specific outcomes. Some
more advanced smart grid concepts will lay beyond the
capabilities of the AMI with a reasonable level of sophistication. Key restrictions are the asymmetric bandwidth
of the communications channel and latency. Load control
is one of the faster AMI commands. The Victorian functional specification [18,19] requires 99% of meters to
respond in one minute to group commands but for individual meter commands only 90% need respond in 30
minutes. Only 2% of meters may be switched individually within a 24 hour period. Distributed generation,
storage and load control would be unable to operate
within the limitations of the AMI. Any communications
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

to individual devices are potentially subject to very long
delays. The management of the identified AMI functions
will require the use of highly capable communications
network that can provide guaranteed levels of performance with regard to bandwidth and latency. Figure 2
provides the extension of a communications and control
infrastructure that currently include the existing distribution system [20]. The extension of communications coverage to the distribution system can support a variety of
distribution automation functions.
Each Australian distributor faces challenge in developing a sound communications solution that will support
their smart meter network aspirations. Many distributors
have current programs in place to increase the level of
automation and monitoring of distribution assets for reliability improvement purposes. The recently announced
Australian national broadband network will provide
speed in the 100 Mb/s range. It may present a possible
communications solution [18].
Integration of smart meters in distribution systems requires high communication system for energy-efficient,
secured and robust distribution. For this, bandwidth is a
critical factor for effective operations of smart meter
network in distribution system. Nonetheless, there is little
research on bandwidth requirements and the propagation

Figure 2. Smart grid roll-out of communications coverage to
the distribution level [19].
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delays associated with smart meter networks. This paper
has developed several models of smart meter networks
using OPNET Modeler 14.5 and analyzed the performance of those networks including propagation delay, network utilization and throughput.

4. Development of Smart Meter Network
Using OPNET Modeller
OPNET Modeller provides robust platform to design and
analyse systems and networks. It incorporates a lot of
already-prepared simulation models of standard communication equipment and protocols for wired, radio and
optical transmission mediums [21]. To model a specific
component rarely appearing in real network, the components are to be modeled using an object oriented approach. OPNET has been used to model smart meters
and develop a smart meter network by deploying smart
meters, Ethernet switches, routers, firewalls and servers.
To model a smart meter network with OPNET, the works
were divided into four parts—model design, applying
statistics, run simulation and then view and analyze the
results. If the results are not satisfactory, then the network has to be re-modeled and then new statistics applied. The basic work flow of OPNET can be seen in
Figure 3 [22].

4.1. Development of Smart Meter Using OPNET
A smart meter is a two way information exchange node.
The meter is connected through an Ethernet switch
within the smart meter network by a point to point duplex link so that it can send and receive data. A smart
meter generates packets and assigns a destination address
to the packet which is then transmitted through the Ethernet switch, router, and firewall to server. Smart meter applications all have Open System Interconnection (OSI)-7
layers stack is used for communication of metered (measured) values and the Ethernet link layer is used to transmit the data to the control centre [23,24].

Figure 3. Workflow with OPNET [22].
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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As there are no specific smart meters available within
the OPNET platform, a smart meter was developed using
a workstation (node) in the OPNET platform and embedding typical characteristics of a smart meter within the
TCP/IP application protocol. The implemented parameters include voltage (v), current (i), power factor (pf) and
power (w). The mentioned parameters were executed
within the function block of the process model which is
sited within the node model of the application layer. This
function supports receiving and sending data from the
smart meter to the control centre (or server).
4.2. Development of Smart Meter Network Using

OPNET
A smart meter network is responsible for data access
between smart meters and the server. The communication with meters needs the creation of topology to connect them with the server. To develop a suitable model of
a smart meter network, three different models were developed within OPNET environment to analyze network
performances.
The developed models based on OPNET have the capability to produce vast amounts of output data during
simulations. The simulation models allow fast evaluation
of important performance measures such as network delay, database query response time and server utilization.
Simulation sets were defined by selecting the network
model by using required network entities, such as Application Configuration, Profile Configuration, Virtual Private Network Configuration (VPN), Server, Nodes to be
executed and then specifying values for input parameters..
Application Configuration: The applications, namely
FTP (medium), FTP(low), HTTP(heavy browsing),
HTTP (light browsing), Email(medium), Email(low),
Database (medium) and Database(low) were adopted to
specify the required applications in the simulation models of smart meter network.
Profile Configuration: Eight profiles, namely FTP
medium), FTP low), HTTP heavy browsing), HTTP light
browsing), Email medium), Email low), Database medium), and Database low) are used to create user profiles
and these profiles can be specified on different nodes in
the network design to generate the application traffic
[22].
Virtual Private Network Configuration (VPN): VPN
was arranged to offer a secure communication of information over the network. VPN increases packet latency
by the addition of encryption and decryption, as well as
wrapping and unwrapping packets at each end of the
tunnel [25]. This has been specifically examined in this
paper.
Server: This is a WLAN server with applications over
a protocol such as TCP/IP. In server, the supported serSGRE
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vices can be defined based on the user profiles that may
support FTP (medium), FTP (low), HTTP (heavy browsing), HTTP (light browsing), Email (medium), Email (low),
and Database (medium), Database (low) on the client.
Nodes: Nodes includes smart meters (two way communication devices), Ethernet switches, Ethernet hubs,
routers, and firewalls running over TCP/IP protocol that
support underlying WLAN connection.
Apply statistics of smart meter network: Statistics that
need to be applied for a designed model are basically two
types—global or scenario-wide statistics and object statistics. Global statistics could be collected from the designed network model and the object statistics could be
accumulated over nodes [22].
In this paper, the chosen global statistics are: DB
Query, Email response time, FTP response time, HTTP
response time, VPN, node statistics that include client
DB, client DB entry, client DB queue, client FTP, client
Email, client HTTP, server CPU utilization, server DB,
server FTP, server Email, server HTTP. The selected
Link statistic includes queuing delay, throughput, and
utilization.

5. Modelling and Analysis of Smart Meter
Network
Three different cases were considered while analyzing
the smart meter network.

5.1. Case 1
There were two scenarios in case 1. In both scenarios, 24
smart meters along with the network elements, namely
Database query response time is the time elapsed between sending a request to the server and receiving a
response [26]. It has been shown that the response time
of the smart meter network with the 10 Mbps communication link is 3.6 ms (as shown by the blue color line)
with slight spike at 3.9 ms and is 0.8 ms (as shown by red
color line) for the 100 Mbps communication link. It is
also observed that response time appears to level off with
time, which indicates that the network is stable.
Three Ethernet Switches, two Router, one Firewall,
and one Server (that represents the control centre) are used.
As shown in Figure 4, the network was built with two
LANs (each LAN comprises of twelve smart meters and
an Ethernet switch connected with communication links
10 BaseT/100 BaseT) based on star topology, one Ethernet switch, two routers, a firewall and a server and all
components were connected through 10 BaseT and 100
BaseT communication links. In scenario 1, the 10 BaseT
communication link was used while the 100 BaseT communication link was used in scenario 2.
The performance of the networks was measured in
terms of propagation delays, point to point throughput
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Figure 4. OPNET with smart meter network.

and server utilization. It is extremely important to identify these as there will be thousands of data packets
coming through from the smart meters. Failure in adequately planning of the network to suitably respond can
bring significant challenges. Based on this model, a network developer can easily develop a larger model to investigate larger network.
1) Simulation Result—Database Query Response
Time of the Network
OPNET calculates an important parameter response
time for the applications, namely Database (medium),
Database (low) of the server for the above mentioned two
scenarios as shown in Figure 5.
Database query response time is the time elapsed between sending a request to the server and receiving a
response [26]. It has been shown that the response time
of the smart meter network with the 10 Mbps communication link is 3.6 ms (as shown by the blue color line)
with slight spike at 3.9 ms and is 0.8 ms (as shown by red
color line) for the 100 Mbps communication link. It is
also observed that response time appears to level off with
time, which indicates that the network is stable.
From the two graphs, it is also obvious that the response time is reduced significantly with increasing
bandwidth.
2) Simulation Result—Throughput from Router to
Server
Figure 6 shows the load from router to server (bits/sec)
for the above mentioned two scenarios. The load (or
throughput) with 10 BaseT and 100 BaseT communication link are very low during an initial 1.8 second time
period then sharp increases to 2200 bits/sec for the 10
SGRE
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Figure 5. Database query response time of the smart meter networks.

Figure 6. Throughput/load (bits/sec) from router to server for different bandwidth.

BaseT communication link and also sharp increases to
3200 bits/sec with a spike of approximately 3600 bit/sec
for the 100 BaseT communication link during the rest of
the time.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

It can be stated that the larger bandwidth, the more bits
can be inserted on the network in a given time frame.
3) Simulation Result—Server Utilization
Figures 7 shows server utilization for the above menSGRE
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tioned two scenarios.
This channel utilization depends on several factors
such as the distance between the sender and receiver,
signal speed over the channel, the bit rate, frame size,
and the amount of time needed to construct and send a
frame [27]. In the above mentioned two scenarios, the
smart meter networks are utilized the same distance between the sender and receiver, and the same frame size,
but with different bandwidths. The simulation results as
shown in Figure 7 indicate that the network with 100
Mbps bandwidth carries higher network utilization
amounting approximately 1.6% (with throughput 3200
bits/sec) compared with approximately 1.4% network
utilization (with throughput 2200 bits/sec) for the network with the 10 Mbps bandwidth with initially very low
network utilization in the server for both networks. The
network with the 100 Mbps bandwidth sharply increases
to 2.1% server utilization from the very low network
utilization and it then stabilizes at about 1.6%, but the
network with the 10 Mbps bandwidth increases to a stable 1.4% network utilization from the low initial network
utilization.
4) Conclusion of Using Different Communication
Llinks in Smart Meter Network
From the above analysis as shown in Figures 5, 6, and
8, it can be stated that communication link bandwidth
capacity affects the database query response time, throughput, and server utilization. When network bandwidth is
high, network throughput, and network utilization are
high, while on the other hand, propagation delay of the
network is decreased.

5.2. Case 2
As power distribution system performance is very important, a secure and reliable smart meter network is
critical. To achieve maximum security, firewalls are deployed to provide a basic level of security when internal
and external users attempt to access the smart meter
network. A firewall can be configured to filter or deny
the delivery of packets from particular applications or IP
addresses [25]. While it is essential to have firewalls
within the network to protect it from the hackers, it also
adds to the processing delay and eventually to the propagation delay.
In case 2, the simulation was carried out for two scenarios without the Firewall as depicted in Figure 8.
As shown in Figure 8, the network was built with two
LANs (each LAN comprises of twelve smart meters and
an Ethernet switch connected with communication links
10 BaseT/100 BaseT) based on star topology, one
Ethernet switch, two routers, and a server and all components were connected through 10 BaseT/100 BaseT
communication links. In the first scenario, the 10 BaseT
communication link was used with the above mentioned
parameters while in the second scenario the 100 BaseT
communication link was used.
1) Simulation Result—Database Query Response
Time of Smart Meter Network
As shown in Figure 9, the database query response
time without firewall for the applications, namely Database (medium), and Database (low) of the server are as
below:

Figure 7. Server utilization for different network bandwidths.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 8. Smart meter network with smart meter, Ethernet
switch, router, and server (without firewall).



With 10 BaseT, the response time is 3.2 ms.
With 100 BaseT, the response time is 0.78 ms.
Compared with the results in case 1 (with firewall), the
difference without firewall for 10 BaseT is 0.4 ms while
the difference for 100 BaseT is 0.02 ms.
2) Simulation Result—Throughput from Router to
Server
Figure 10 shows throughput from router to server with
and without a firewall. Throughput for 10 BaseT without
a firewall is approximately 2050 bits/sec while for
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100 BaseT without a firewall throughput is 2600 bits/sec.
By comparing results with and without firewall, the difference with 10 BaseT is 150 bits/sec while it is 600 bits/
sec with 100 BaseT.
Hence, it can be concluded that throughput increases
by having firewall in the network.
3) Simulation Result—Server Utilization
Figure 11 shows server utilization of a smart meter
network with and without a firewall. Without the firewall
for the 10 BaseT communication link, the server utilizetion rate is 0.8% (with 2050 bits/sec) and it is 0.85%
(with 2600 bits/sec) for the 100 BaseT communication
link. Hence, the comparative server utilization rate with
and without a firewall is 0.6% for 10 BaseT and 0.75%
for 100 BaseT.
4) Conclusion
Adopting a firewall within the smart meter network
slightly increases CPU utilization, throughout as well as
propagation delay. As the propagation delay increases
only minimally with the addition of a firewall in the
network, it is recommended that firewalls must be adopted in the smart meter network.

5.3. Case 3
There were two scenarios in case 3. In both scenarios, 24
smart meters along with the network elements namely
two Ethernet Hub, one Ethernet Switches, two Routers,
one Firewall, and one Server (that represents the control
centre) are used.

Figure 9. Database query response time of smart meter network.

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 10. Throughput (bits/sec) from router to server of smart meter network.

Figure 11. Server utilization in smart meter network.

As shown in Figure 12, the network was built with
two LANs (each LAN comprises of twelve smart meters
and an Ethernet hub connected with 10 BaseT/100 BaseT
communication links), one Ethernet switch, two routers,
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

one firewall and one server.
In the first scenario, the 10 BaseT communication link
was used with the above mentioned parameters while the
100 BaseT communication link was used with the above
SGRE
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(low) of the server are as below:
With 10 BaseT, the response time is 2.4 ms.
With 100 BaseT, the response time is 0.7 ms.
Compared with the results in case 1, the difference for
the 10 BaseT scenario is 1.2 ms while the difference for
100 BaseT is 0.1 ms. It can be stated that the smart meter
network with the 100 BaseT communication link perform
better.
2) Simulation Result—Throughput from Router to
Server
Figure 14 shows the throughput (bits/sec) from router
to server of the smart meter networks for the two scenarios of case 3 and compared these with the two scenarios
of case 1. Throughput from router to server with 10
BaseT is approximately 1600 bits/sec while for 100
BaseT throughput is 2000 bits/sec. Compared with the
results for the two scenarios in case 1, the difference for
throughput in 10 BaseT is 600 bits/sec while there are
1200 bits/sec in 100 BaseT.
It can be stated that adding an Ethernet hub in each
LAN instead of having an Ethernet switch causes a significant decreased of throughput from router to server
with the different bandwidth scenarios of smart meter
network.
3) Simulation Result—Server Utilization
Figure 15 shows server utilization of smart meter networks for the mentioned two scenarios in case 3 and
compares the scenarios with two scenarios of case 1.
Server utilization with the 10 BaseT communication link
is 1.2% while it is 1.1% with the 100 BaseT communication link.




Figure 12. Smart meter network with smart meter, hub,
switch, router, firewall and server.

mentioned parameters as shown in Figure 12 in second
scenario.
1) Simulation Result—Database Query Response
Time of Smart Meter Network
Figure 13 shows the database query response time for
the above mentioned two scenarios in case 3 for the applications, namely Database (medium), and Database

Figure 13. Database query response time of smart meter network.

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 14. Throughput (bits/sec) from router to server.

Figure 15. Server utilization.

Hence, the comparative server utilization rate for the
scenarios of case 1 is 0.2% reduced for 10 BaseT and
0.5% reduced for 100 BaseT.
4) Conclusion
Adopting an Ethernet hub in place of Ethernet
switches in each LAN of smart meter network, server
utilization and throughout as well as propagation delay
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

shows slightly decreased.

6. Result Analysis
The different structured smart meter networks setup as
shown in Figures 4, 8 and 12 were used to measure database query response time, server utilization and throughput from router to server over a wide range of time. For
SGRE
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Table 1. Summary of simulation result with 10 and 100 BaseT.
Different structured smart meter network

Database query respond time
in server (ms)

Throughput from router to server
(bits/sec)

Server utilization
(%)

10 BaseT

100 BaseT

10 BaseT

100 BaseT

10 BaseT

100 BaseT

Case 1: Smart meter network (as
shown in Figure 5) consists of two
LANs (each LAN comprises of twelve
smart meters and an Ethernet switch),
one Ethernet switch, two routers, a
firewall and a server

3.6

0.8

2200

3200

1.4

1.6

Case 2: Smart meter network (as
shown in Figure 9) consists of two
LANs (each LAN comprises of twelve
smart meters and an Ethernet switch),
one Ethernet switch, two routers, and
a server

3.2

0.78

2050

2600

0.8

0.85

Case 3: Smart meter network (as
shown in Figure 13) consists of two
LANs (each LAN comprises of twelve
smart meters and an Ethernet hub),
one Ethernet switch, two routers, a
firewall and a server.

2.4

0.7

1600

2000

1.2

1.1

each simulation run, thousands of packets were sent from
smart meters to the server and reach a steady state or
stable situation before starting to record delay measurements.
Table 1 shows a summary of simulation results,
namely database query response time, server utilization
and throughput from router to server of the different
structured smart meter network in sending packets from
smart meters to server using communicating link 10
BaseT and communicating link 100 BaseT in networks.
From the table, it can be stated that with increased
bandwidth, network parameters, namely server utilization
and throughput from router to server are increased in
different structured of smart meter networks.
By analyzing the results from different simulation
models using 10 BaseT and 100 BaseT communication
links, higher communication link capacity provides decreased database query response time and increases network load and network utilization. Using a firewall in the
network increases very negligibly propagation delay.
Smart meter network using Ethernet hubs instead of
Ethernet switches in each LAN with a higher communication link capacity, database query response time, and
load from router to server and CPU utilization decreases.
Given the simulation results from different structured
smart meter networks, it can be stated that the 100 BaseT
communication link is most suitable for smart meter
network.

developed and simulated. The developed models can
measure the performance of smart meter network accurately. As discussed in the details of each case, the 10
BaseT communication link will be inadequate while the
100 BaseT communication link will fulfill communication requirements for a typical smart meter network in a
distribution system. From the simulation results carried
out for different models of smart meter networks, it can
be concluded that the 100 BaseT communication link
will be required to adequately transmit smart meters data
to the central server of control centre.
The development carried out in this paper has produced a smart meter network model which can be used
by the distribution companies to analyze larger scale
smart meter networks based on this research. The development and implementation of several models of differently structured smart meter network in OPNET modeler
is a pioneering engineering achievement accomplished in
this paper. A realistic scenario of smart meter network
performance requirement has also been obtained for
various cases.
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